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Locational Information and Survey Conditions
County: Williamson County

Quadrangle: Herrin, Illinois (1978)

Project Type/Title: Phase II National Register evaluation/documentation of the Bobby Dick
Mine Site (11WM351).
Nearest Community: Freeman Spur, Illinois
Responsible Federal/State Agencies: IDNR (Abandoned Mined Lands Reclamation Division)
Legal Location:
S1/2, NW1/4 and N1/2, SW1/4 of Section 5
Township 8 South, Range 3 East of 3rd P.M. (Herrin Township)
Williamson County
Illinois
UTM:

North 4,191,439m
East 322,632m

Natural Division: 9b; Mt. Vernon Hill Country Section (b) of the Southern Till Plain Division
(9) (Schwegman 1973:2).
Project Description: The project consisted of a Phase II National Register evaluation of the
Bobby Dick Mine Site (11JN334), an abandoned coal mining property in rural
Williamson County, Illinois located west of Freeman Spur and north of Herrin. This
mine was in operation between 1909 and 1949. The AML Environmental Narrative for
the Bobby Dick Mine is fairly vague as to the exact undertaking at this site, and simply
states that the removal to grade of “selected foundations and dangerous structures, [the]
sealing of the main shaft and the air shaft, and any barren gob shall be treated….” As
such, the objective of this Phase II evaluation project was to conduct a National Register
evaluation of all standing structures and above-grade foundation remains associated with
the historic mine site prior to the commencement of reclamation work on the property.
Topography: The mine site is located within a loop of Pond Creek (a tributary of the Big
Muddy River), which wraps around the east, north, and west sides of the site. The natural
terrain around the site generally is level and is located approximately 10’ above the
floodplain bordering the creek. A long mine dump, or tailing, runs along the northeast
side of the site.
Soils: Haymond—Petrolia—Karnak Association
Drainage: Pond Creek, Big Muddy River, Mississippi River
Land Use/Ground Cover: For the past thirty years (approximately), the site has been utilized as
an automobile salvage yard by various operators. The ground cover predominately is
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weeds and brush, with scattered trees present. The edges of the site are forested.
Automobiles, car parts, and other salvage materials litter the site.
Survey Limitations: Unlike most abandoned coal mines in Illinois, most of the buildings
present at the mine site during its later years of operation are still standing and are readily
accessible for detailed documentation. However, there are a number of structures that
have been demolished down to their foundations, including the tipple complex and mine
office. In addition, a period mine map illustrates several smaller buildings at the site for
which no physical remains visible above grade. Only very limited subsurface
excavations were conducted to expose the foundations of these “missing” buildings, or
for those structures pre-dating the circa 1938-1940 remodeling of the mine’s surface
complex.
Archaeological and Historical Information
Historical Plats/Atlases/Source: The Bobby Dick Mine was first developed in 1909 by the
Pond Creek Coal Company and initially was known as the Pond Creek Mine. The
mining company selected a site for their mine within a loop of Pond Creek,
approximately four miles northeast of the large coal mining town of Herrin. One year
prior to this, the Southern Illinois Coal Company had opened their Possum Ridge Mine
one mile to the northeast, just across Williamson-Franklin County line. Such mines
represented the first generation of mining concerns in the “Quality Circle” region of
southern Illinois—an area blessed with an exceptionally thick seam of high BTU, lowsulfur coal (see Figure 2). A United States Geological Survey (USGS) map showing the
pre-mine conditions at the site is attached as Figure 3. The Annual Coal Report for 1909
provided for the following description of the early improvements made by the Pond
Creek Mining Company:
The Pond Creek Coal Company has sunk a new shaft four miles northeast
of Herrin. It is located on the C[hicago], B[urlington] & Q[uincy]
Railroad. They struck coal August 5, 1908, at a depth of 240 feet. It is
the no. 7 seam and is 9½ feet thick. The shaft is 9½ by 16½ feet and is
timbered with 4 by 8 inch white oak. A pair of first motion engines 18 by
36 inched were installed which are the Litchfield make; the drum is 6 feet
in diameter with a 1¼ inch cable; two boilers 6 by 16 feet with 72 flues, 4
inch; one feed pump with a 2 inch suction and 1½ discharge; it is a
Blakesley pump. The engine room is 22 by 27 feet and the boiler room is
36 by 46 feet, and are frame buildings, covered with galvanized iron. The
head frame is 67 feet high and is built with 4 by 12 yellow pine bolted
together with 4 inch blocks. The shaking screen and the self dumping
cages were built by the Illinois Machine Company, at Carterville, Ill.
They have one pair of track scales of standard make. There are four
tracks under the screens so that they can make four grades of coal. On the
bottom of the shaft they have a No. 5 Cameron pump with a 4 inch
suction and 3 inch discharge. They are opening the bottom out with air
machines, as they have two Sullivan punchers. The air shaft is not
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completed yet, but is down to 160 feet; they are having to stop sinking on
account of too much water. They are putting a drill hole down into an
entry so that they can get rid of the water. This is an up-to-date shaft; it is
intended to have a 2,000 ton a day capacity (Little 1910:407).
At one point, the coal report references the mine as hitting the No. 7 (Danville) coal.
This may be erroneous, however; later reports note that the mine was exploiting the No. 6
(Herrin) coal, using the room-and-pillar method.
In 1913, the Pond Creek Coal Company installed new boiler units at their mine, in order
to increase their steam capacity (State Mining Board 1914:268). This decision produced
some immediate results, as the production at the mine more than tripled between 1911
and 1915, rising from 58,724 to 183,893 tons. During this same four-year time span, the
operation rose in rank from 30th to 20th among shipping mines in Williamson County (see
Table 1). In 1915 the mine suffered a minor fire, causing damages of $75.00 (State
Mining Board 1916:242). Three years later, during the height of the World-War-I-era
coal boom, the company installed two short-wall machines, two breast machines, 50 new
pit cars, and one 8-ton electric motor in their mine. The company also erected a concrete
wash house, and a new office building that same year. In 1918, the mine produced
289,286 tons of coal (Illinois Division of Mines and Minerals [IDMM] 1919:73).
John Mitchell’s 1999 monograph “The Q in the Coal Fields of Southern Illinois”,
published in the Burlington Bulletin, includes a 1917 map of trackage at the Pond Creek
Mine (Mitchell 1999:52). Presumably, this map shows at least those mine surface
structures related to the loading and shipping of coal by rail. Unfortunately, we were not
able to obtain a copy of this map.
In 1919, the Pond Creek Mine was purchased by the Freeman Coal Mining Company.
After this acquisition, the property was re-designated as “Freeman No. 1 Mine.” Records
from the Albert G. Storme Funeral Home in Herrin, Illinois, however, indicate that the
mine was being referred to as the “Bobby Dick Mine”—colloquially at least—as early as
1918 (Albert G. Storme Funeral Home Records, C:130-131, 211; D:114). The origin of
the name “Bobby Dick” is unknown, though it may be associated with Robert Dick, a
coal operator active in the county during the early twentieth century.1 The name
persisted until the mine’s closure, even though the Directory of Coal Mines for
Williamson County (ISGS 2003:5) suggests that Freeman did not formally adopt it until
1945.
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In 1900, Robert Dick was working as a mine superintendent in Du Quoin, Perry County, Illinois (USBC 1900:3A).
By 1910, he had relocated to Carbondale in neighboring Jackson County. The census that year reports his
occupation as “coal operator” (USBC 1910:10B). The Directory of Coal Mines for Williamson County (IGSG
2003:34) notes that there was a (Robert) Dick Coal Company in Cambria, which operated between 1899 and 1913.
It is possible that Robert Dick may have been involved at the Bobby Dick Mine after 1913, though this is merely
speculative. By 1920, he had moved once again, to rural Sunfeld in Perry County, at which time he was age 55 and
was unemployed, or retired (USBC 1920:6B).
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In 1924, Freeman erected a new steel tipple at the mine, choosing a well-established
design patented by the Chicago engineering firm of Allen and Garcia (see Figures 4 and
5). The date for the construction of the tipple is confirmed by an “8-15-24” date
inscribed in one of the concrete footings for the structure (see discussion of Feature 1). It
is unclear to what extent the company further improved the surface complex at this time.
However, it is reasonable to presume that the existing hoist engine house (Feature 2), fan
house (Feature 9), and brick magazine (Feature 13) may have been erected during this
same period. The hoisting also may have been lined with concrete at this time—if not
already done earlier.

Table 1
Pond Creek Mine (1908-1918); Freeman No. 1 Mine (1919-1949):
Statistics for Selected Years between 1908-1949a
YEAR
1909
1910
1915
1918
1919
1920
1924
1925
1929
1930
1935
1939
1940
1941
1942
1945
1948
1949

PRODUCTIONb
3,000
45,993
183,893
289,286
339,551
295,236
565,536
460,630
99,335
171,071
166,801
54,859
idle
63,994
426,306
740,580
513,059
198,348

SHIPPING MINE
RANKc
n/ae
31 of 38
20 of 29
18 of 42
13 of 40
16 of 43
4 of 47
10 of 33
16 of 26
9 of 20
6 of 20
8 of 13
n/a
7 of 10
4 of 10
1 of 25
4 of 44
n/af

OVERALL
RANKd
n/ae
31 of ?
20 of 43
18 of 54
13 of 49
16 of 56
4 of 69
10 of 56
16 of 55
9 of 72
6 of 115
8 of 93
n/a
7 of 74
4 of ?
1 of 55
4 of 70
n/af

DAYS ACTIVE
OPERATION
25
134
195
202
214
136
234
185
43
117
119
59
0
66
229
271
210
107

EMPLOYEES
14
97
238
300
290
300
437
456
383
340
276
220
n/a
207
233
266
252
252

a

Data from the Annual Coal Report of Illinois for the years indicated. In general, statistics are listed at a
five-year interval with other years added when either mine-related events of possible significance are
indicated by other data sources or world and national events of great consequence are known to have
occurred.

b

Tons of coal produced.

c

Rank among shipping coal mines in Williamson County, Illinois.

d

Rank among all coal mines, shipping and local, in Williamson County, Illinois.

e

As this was the year the mine began operating, production figures are only for a limited amount of days;
assignment of a rank would be misleading.
f

Mine was only operating for first six months of the year prior to its closure in July 1949; consequently,
assignment of a rank is considered inappropriate. Nevertheless, with only a half-year production, the
tonnage figure was still the ninth highest for shipping mines (n=16) in Williamson County.
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By 1925, the mine was producing 460,630 tons of coal, raising its rank to 10th among
shipping mines in the county (IDMM 1925). Production dropped off later in the 1920s,
in the face of a general decline in the coal market. The Stock Market Crash of October
1929 and resulting Great Depression simply accelerated the on-going trend of mine
closures in Illinois, and overall coal production in the state dropped markedly. In 1932,
for example, only 34 million tons of coal was produced in Illinois—a figure that
represents less than half the production of 1918. Areas like Franklin and Williamson
Counties, whose economies were heavily dependent on the coal industry, suffered
terribly during this period. In the spring of 1932, Maurtiz A. Hallgren, associate editor of
the Nation, visited southern Illinois and found unemployment rates as high as 60% in the
coal towns there. Government relief rolls were three to four times higher than that in
comparable communities throughout the decade (Angle 1983:269). Aurthur Rothstein
documented the economic devastation in the region in a photographic study prepared for
the Farm Security Administration in January 1939. He noted that coal production in
Williamson County had dropped below 2 million tons annually, which was less than a
fifth of the tonnage raised there during the early 1920s. Only two of the sixteen mines
located in the vicinity of Herrin were still operating at this time, and the future of these
mines was uncertain. Three years later, the Works Progress Administration (WPA)
sponsored a separate study of Williamson, Franklin, and Saline Counties, whose findings
was published as Seven Stranded Coal Towns: A Study of an American Depressed Area
(Angle 1983:269-270). Another indication of the economic challenges faced by the coal
industry in Williamson County during this period is the dramatic decline in shipping
mines, which fell from a peak of forty-plus mines in the late 1910s and early-to-middle
1920s to a low of ten mines by the early 1940s.
Annual production figures for the Freeman No. 1 / Bobby Dick Mine show a steady,
declining production from 1930 through 1939 with a major drop between 1935 and 1939.
Production in 1939 was a mere 9.7 percent of the 1925 amount (IDMM 1930-1939).
One of the photographs Arthur Rothstein took in Williamson County during the later
years of the Great Depression was of the Bobby Dick Mine (see Figure 7). The caption
for the photograph reads “Pitcars that have been brought to the surface because it was
expected that the mine will be idle for a long time. Freeman Coal Company, Bobby Dick
Mine. Williamson County, Illinois.” The image was taken from the south end of the site
and looks north-by-northeast. Pitcars litter the foreground, while the office building,
hoist engine house, and tipple complex appear off in the distance. A number of other
buildings also are shown off the left side of the photograph, but not in any detail (Library
of Congress 1939).
Despite Rothstein’s dire predictions, the Bobby Dick Mine did resume production in
1939 (albeit at a modest scale), producing 54,859 tons of coal (IDMM 1939). An aerial
photograph taken that same year shows the full extent of the mine’s surface complex (see
Figure 8). A number of the features documented during the field investigation are clearly
shown on this image, including the tipple complex (Fea. 1), hoist engine house (Feature
2), fan house (Feature 8), office (Feature 9), and potentially a powder magazine (Feature
12). However, the aerial also illustrates a number of other buildings and structures that
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do not appear on a later mine map (ref. Figure 9) and may not have been part of the mine
complex during its final years of operation. These unidentified structures primarily are
arrayed to the west of the tipple and extend south of the office, creating a rough L-shaped
plan. One exception is a large building to the north of the tipple, which is suspected to be
a boiler house (Feature 4) (USDA 1939).
The surface complex at the mine may have been redeveloped in 1939-1940. Several
sources point in this direction. To begin with, a map of the mine produced in 1939 (with
later updates) illustrates a surface complex very different from that shown on the 1939
aerial—one matching the site as it appears to today (Freeman Coal Company 1939).
Moreover, the Annual Coal Report indicates that the mine sat idle between July 1, 1939
and June 30, 1940 and produced slightly less than 64,000 tons of coal the following year.
A rebuilding of the mine’s surface complex certainly would explain why production was
so limited during this period. The new building program involved the construction of a
new boiler house (Feature 3), wash house (Feature 4), machine shop (Feature 7), and
storehouse (Feature 8), all of which were of similar construction, having glazed tile-block
walls, steel-truss roofs with asbestos shingles, and steel window sash. A concrete-block
explosives magazine (Feature 12) also is believed to have been erected at this time, or
soon afterward (see Figure 9).
The onset of World War II and the unprecedented energy needs of American wartime
industry, including rail transportation, resulted in a phenomenal upswing in coal
production at the Freeman No. 1 Mine and other shipping mines in Illinois. In 1942, the
mine produced 426,306 tons of coal. By 1945, production had climbed to 740,580 tons,
and the mine was ranked first among the twenty-five shipping mines then operating in
Williamson County.
Mitchell’s 1999 monograph contains two photographs taken at the “Bobby” Dick Mine,
one in 1946 and the other in 1949 (Mitchell 1999:19, 205). As these photographs are in a
railroad historical society publication and undoubtedly emphasize the “railroad”
component of coal mining, the degree to which they actually show any of the structures
of the Bobby Dick Mine surface complex is unknown.
The Bobby Dick Mine continued to have a high level of production for several years after
the end of the war. Between July 1, 1947 and June 30, 1948, for instance, over one-half
million tons of coal were hoisted over 210 days of operation; this was approximately 70
percent of the 1945 level. The following year, however, the mine produced less 200,000
tons. During this period, approximately 250 men were employed at the mine, which was
fully mechanized (IDMM 1948, 1949). On July 20, 1949, the Freeman Coal Corporation
closed the Bobby Dick Mine. Mining operations were never resumed (Freeman Coal
Company 1939; ISGS 2003:5). A 1951 aerial photograph shows the mine surface
complex as largely intact (including the tipple), although the tracks of the railroad spur
accessing the site may have already been pulled up by this date (USDA 1951; see Figure
10).
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Many other mines in the surrounding region closed down during this period, including
the Franklin County Coal Corporation’s No. 5 Mine (formerly known as Possum Ridge
and Taylor No. 5) in nearby Freeman Spur, which ceased operations in 1950 (Stratton
and Mansberger 2005:5). This rapid decline in the coal industry was due in large
measure to competition from alternative fuels, such as diesel for locomotives and natural
gas for home heating. Coal shortages resulting from the multiple strikes staged by the
UMWA throughout the 1940s (particularly that in 1948) had encouraged the adoption of
these fuels. In addition, the Bobby Dick Mine was nearing the limits of its potential
production by 1949, having nearly mined out the Herrin (No. 6) seam under its
ownership. By the time production ceased, the mine’s underground workings spanned
approximately 2.5 square miles (see Figure 11).
For roughly the past thirty years, the Bobby Dick Mine Site has been used as an
automobile salvage yard by a variety of operators. The current occupant is B&B Auto
Salvage (see Figure 12).
Previously Reported Sites: No sites previously have been reported within the immediate
project area. However, in 2004 Fever River Research documented the Taylor Mine No. 5
Site (11FK215) in nearby Freeman Spur. This mine is contemporary with the Bobby
Dick Mine, having operated from 1908 to 1951 (Stratton and Mansberger 2005).
Previous Surveys: No previous archaeological surveys are known to have been conducted
within the immediate project area.
Regional Archaeologist Contacted: No regional archaeologists were contacted.
Investigation Techniques: A pedestrian survey was conducted over the entire area that
historically comprised the surface complex of the mine, with the aim of identifying any
structural and landscape features. Scaled plan maps were prepared for ten of the thirteen
structural features documented. The aboveground structural remains and landscape
features also were recorded through a series of digital photographs and field notes.
Site-specific documentary research for the project was conducted at the Herrin Public
Library (Herrin, Illinois), Illinois State Archives (Springfield), and Illinois State Library
(Springfield). Research at the Herrin Public Library resulted in the discovery of a 1940sera photograph of the tipple and hoist engine house at the Bobby Dick Mine, which the
library staff graciously scanned for our use. An abandoned mine map for the mine and
Annual Coal Report data was obtained from the Illinois State Archives. The Illinois State
Library provided supplemental maps for the report.
An Internet-based search on the “Bobby Dick Mine” also was conducted. This led to
Arthur Rothstein’s 1939 photograph of the mine site (which has been incorporated into
the report), as well as to references to the “Bobby Dick Mine” within the Albert G.
Storme Funeral Home records, thereby establishing the application of this colloquial
name to the mine as early as circa 1918-1920. This research also produced references to
three images of the Bobby Dick Mine incorporated within John D. Mitchell’s 1999 article
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“The Q in the Coal Fields of Southern Illinois, published in the Burlington Bulletin.
Attempts were made both via e-mails and a letter to contact the Burlington Route
Historical Society (La Grange, Illinois), to obtain electronic versions of these images for
inclusion in this report. A response had not been received by the completion date of this
report. An attempt also was made to obtain Mitchell’s monograph through the Illinois
State Library system. The Illinois Historical Survey and Lincoln Room at the University
of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign has the only copy within the State system, but it is noncirculating. Hence, Mitchell’s work was not directly consulted for the preparation of this
report.
Victor M. Ritter, the present mayor of Herrin, provided the names of several individuals
locally who might have some information on the history of the mine. One of these is
Vincent Tulleto, a former miner who worked at the Bobby Dick Mine. Attempts to
contact Tuletto and conduct an oral interview have so far been unsuccessful.
The National Register of Historic Places assessment of the mine site was based on “Pick,
Shovel, Wedge, and Sledge”: A Historical Context for Evaluating Coal Mining Resources
in Illinois (Mansberger and Stratton 2005). This document provides a detailed discussion
of mine types and provides guidelines for determining National Register eligibility for
abandoned coal mine sites in Illinois.
Time Expended: 50 man-hours (in field)
Sites/Features Found: The survey resulted in the detailed documentation of thirteen structural
features and several landscape features associated with the Bobby Dick Mine.
Photographs and selective line drawings of those features are attached below. Figure
captions contain additional commentary to supplement the following feature descriptions.
See Figure 13 for a site plan showing feature locations.
Feature 1 is the remains of the hoisting shaft and tipple complex for the mine. As
discussed above, the shaft was opened in 1909 and originally had a wood frame tipple
erected over the top of it for hoisting and screening coal. In 1924, the early tipple was
replaced with a modern one of steel construction. The tipple consisted of a number of
distinct sections including: the headframe, which was positioned directly over the shaft
and served as the hoisting tower; a screen house, into which the coal was dumped, sorted
according to size, and stored; and third section, extending off the south side of the screen
room, that may have functioned a preparation plant, where coal was further separated and
“cleaned” on sorting tables. The entire tipple structure was raised on steel legs resting on
concrete piers, and rail lines ran beneath it. The superstructure and the equipment within
it were salvaged (or scrapped out) sometime after 1951.
Very little evidence remains of the tipple structure today, other than a series of concrete
piers arranged around the east, south, west, and south sides of the hoisting shaft. A total
of thirteen piers were identified. Eight of the piers lie to the east of the shaft, in the area
where the screen room and suspected preparation plant were located. These were
designated Piers “A” through “H.” Two additional piers, Piers “I” and “J,” were
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positioned south of the shaft. Pier “I” is of particular note because it has an August 15,
1924 date inscribed into it, thus establishing the date of construction for the steel tipple.
This particular pier measures 2’-½”x4’-1” and supported the distinctive diagonal brace
the engineering firm of Allen and Gracia employed for their headframes. Piers “L” and
“M” lie to the west of the shaft, while Pier “K” is situated north of it. The piers identified
generally have battered sides and show evidence of having supported vertical posts or
diagonal bracing. Figure 14 illustrates the size and configuration of the piers.
The hoisting shaft itself measures approximately 9’x16’ and is concrete lined. The shaft
may have been lined with concrete when the new tipple was constructed in 1924. Allen
and Garcia’s patented design called for the headframe legs to rest directly upon a shaft’s
curtain walls. Little (1910:407) indicates that the shaft originally was shored up with
timbers. The feature has been filled with debris to grade (see Figures 15 through 20).
Feature 2 is an extant front-gabled, brick, hoist-engine house located due south of the
hoisting shaft. It measures 52’-3-½”x32’-3” on the exterior and 1/2” 50’-1-½”x30’-1” on
the interior and rests on raised, poured concrete foundations. The brick walls have
pilasters on the corners and at two intervening points along the east and west elevations.
Stepped parapet walls are present on the gable ends. The roof is covered with asbestos
shingles. The hoist-engine house has standard-sized personnel doors on its north and
west elevations and a wider doorway on the west. The latter doorway measures 9’-4”
wide and originally held a pair of hinged doors protected by a 16”-wide, metal pent roof;
it likely served as a loading dock for equipment and other larger materials. The east and
west elevations have four window openings, while the south elevations has three. All of
these openings measure 4’-2”x7’-8-½” (on average) and have steel sash with twenty
lights. A central window panel with eight lights can pivot open (see Figures 21 through
28).
The interior of the building does not appear to have been partitioned historically. Even
so, there are two district sections within it, relating to hoisting operations and power
generation. The hoist engine was located on the north end of the building. The engine
itself has been removed, but the footings and tie-down bolts for the engine still remain, as
does the concrete-lined over which the hoist drum was suspended. The spacing between
the engine footings suggests that the drum was 7’ to 8’ wide. There is another pit
extending off the south side of that for the drum, adjacent to which is separate set of
footings with tie-down bolts. A number of electrical conduits (and steam pipes?) pass
through the pit. These elements likely were associated with the motor powering the hoist
drum, which is suspected to have been electric powered. The hoisting cable passed
through an opening located in the upper part of the north wall of the building. After the
mine was abandoned, a hole was knocked through the north wall in order to remove the
hoist engine and other mechanical systems (see Figures 29 through 31).
Additional footings and cut-outs in the floor are located at the south end of the building.
These are suspected to have supported a steam-driven turbine (and armature?) for
producing electric power to the mine. The steam for the turbine presumably was piped
from the boiler house (Feature 3), located on the opposite side of the hoisting shaft. A
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4”-diameter pipe (likely for steam) passes into the western cell of the dual-celled turbine
base. Additional concrete pads and cut-outs in the floor are found east of the suspected
turbine location. Numerous conduit holes are present in the floor here. This area is
suspected to have been used as a switch panel for controlling electrical distribution
throughout the mine’s surface complex and underground workings. A 12” to 14”-wide
section of floor is torn up between the north end of the suspected switch panel and the
west wall of the building. This tear-out may mark the location of a major electrical
conduit that was dug up and removed after the mine’s abandonment. On the west wall—
on line with the removed conduit—there are two 2”x4”x48” boards with threaded bolts,
which appear to have formerly held porcelain electrical insulators. A conduit passing
through the lower of these boards is attached to a steel weatherhead on the exterior of the
building. It is unclear whether the electrical line(s) that once passed through the
weatherhead was connected to the transformer illustrated east of the hoist engine house
on the 1939 mine map (see Figures 32 through 37).
A concrete-lined cistern is located of the southeast corner of the hoist engine house. The
cistern measures roughly 10’ square on the exterior, has 8-½”-thick walls, and has a
concrete cap with two openings in it (see Figures 38 and 39).
Feature 3 is an extant front-gabled, tile-block building located north of the hoisting shaft.
The building measures 51’-0”x37’-10” on the exterior and 48’-2”x35’-6-½” on the
interior. It has poured-concrete foundations and 8”-thick walls constructed of glazed tile
blocks. Pilasters are present on the corners and intervening points along all four
elevations. In respect to openings, the structure has two large vehicle doorways on its
south side and a third on the west. Two personnel doors also are present, located on the
east and west elevations. All of the doors have been removed. The building has a total of
seven window openings: two on the east, two on the west, and three on the north. The
window sashes are of steel frame construction and are similar to those found on other
contemporary buildings at the site. The roof of the building is covered with asbestos
shingles and is pierced by two vents and an apparent opening for a chimney (see Figures
39 through 42).
The interior of the building appears to have been unpartitioned historically and remains
so today. The principal interior feature is a cluster of concrete footings located along the
east side of the building. The largest of these is a 6’-1”-square, three-sided foundation
whose open end faces toward the eastern of the two doors in the south elevation. The
section of floor in front of this foundation is set 4” lower than that found elsewhere in the
building, and on its south end, the floor slopes down from the door threshold. The lower
section of wall flanking the east side of the recessed floor has a brick veneer (absent from
the other walls in the building). The recessed floor is filled with fine cinders. Although
the majority of the interior is paved with concrete, a 22’x24’ area surrounding the
concrete footings appears to have no pavement at all present. A 2-3/8” and 3-½” O.D.
pipe were identified among the footings. Another 2-½” pipe was found centered along
the north wall. The presence of lopped-off ceiling joists on the gable-end walls suggests
that a portion of the ceiling may have been covered at one time (see Figures 43 through
47).
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IDNR (AML) personnel initially identified Feature 3 as a “machine shop.” The 1939
mine map, however, labels this structure as “BOILER”, suggesting it was used as a boiler
house for the mine. If the 1939 map is correct, the boiler possibly was supported by the
larger concrete footings on the east side of the building, with the pipes identified here
serving as water or steam pipes. The recessed section of concrete floor in the southeast
corner possibly was used as a coal bin.
Feature 4 is set of parallel brick foundations discovered southeast of Feature 3. Each
foundation is 12”-13” wide, is built with firebrick, and the two are set approximately 8’
apart from one another. Although the feature was not fully excavated, the south end was
exposed sufficiently to indicate that the foundations come to finish edge, without an
intersecting wall running between them at this point. The entire feature is surrounded by
ash and cinder fill. The fill lying between the foundations tends to be lighter and
occasionally redder in color than that lying on the outside of the foundations (see Figures
48 and 49).
We suspect Feature 4 to represent the foundations of a boiler chamber associated with the
original boiler (or power) house at the mine. The 1909 Annual Coal Report indicates that
the boiler house was a frame building measuring 36’x46’ and covered with “galvanized
iron.” This structure likely remained in use until circa 1938-1940, when the surface
complex was remodeled and the extant boiler house (Feature 3) was erected. Feature 4
does appear to be illustrated on the 1938 aerial photograph of the mine but is absent on
the 1939 mine map and 1951 aerial photo.
Feature 5 is located approximately 60’ due north of—and directly on-line with—the
hoisting shaft. It consists of two large piers/footings that are mirror images of one
another (see Figures 50 and 51). Moving from north to south, each pier is comprised of
the following parts: a parallel section about 4’-0” in length; a converging section about
4’-8” in length; another parallel section about 5’4” in length; a gap of 2’-8½”; and a final
“pier” section measuring about 1’-9” in length. The feature’s total north-south length is
about 18’-0”. Each pier/footing measures about 2’-8” in width at grade. The interior
distance between them at the south end is about 5’-9”, while this distance on the north
end measure about 10’-2’. The “notch” or gap has vertical sides or walls on both the
north and south and extends to a depth of 3’0” below the top of the pier to a flat-surfaced
connecting section. Both “pier” sections to north have battered sides on east, north, and
west; all other sides of the feature appear to be battered, as well.
Paired ¾” iron tie-down bolts, 2’0” on centers, are present on the “pier” (1 pair), the
north parallel section (2 pairs), and the south parallel section (1 bolt only, although
deterioration and overburden made additional identification difficult). The two south
parallel sections each has a set of parallel impressions running north-south for a distance
of about three feet. These impressions—16” on-center—appear to represent the base of
the supports for some type of superstructure and, given differences in the color and
texture of the surrounding concrete, may represent a later addition/modification to this
portion of the structure.
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Fine coal debris is heaped around the outside of the feature, but is particularly abundant
in the space between the piers/footings where it is mounded to an elevation slightly above
the top of the footings. The east “pier” is largely exposed, due to its location at the edge
of a larger depression to the east, and reveals its sides to a depth of about four feet, which
appears to be the base. The dimensions of the “piers” at their apparent bases are 4’0”
north-south by about 5’ east-west.
Although initially documented as part of the tipple investigations, Feature 5 actually is
believed to represent the footings for the original hoist engine at the mine. The size and
configuration of this feature, along with its placement in relation to the shaft, is very
similar to hoist engine footings documented at other coal mine sites in Illinois—the
Cherry Mine in Bureau County being but one example (Stratton 2002:31-32). The hoist
engine presumably was in use from 1909 until 1924, when it was replaced by the extant
hoist engine house (Feature 2) located on the opposite side of the hoisting shaft. The
foundations of the 22’x27’ frame building in which the engine was housed may still be
present but, if so, are covered with overburden.
Feature 6 is a front-gabled, tile-block structure located west of the boiler house and
historically served as the washhouse for the mine. The building measures 72’-0”x37’10” on the exterior and can be accessed through a single doorway centered in its south
elevation. A 6’-3”-wide raised pad (essentially a sidewalk) extends across the front of
the building. On its interior, the washhouse is divided into five rooms: an entrance hall
and two small adjoining chambers on the south end; a large changing room in the center;
and a shower room on north end (see Figures 52 through 54)
The entrance hall measures 5’-8” wide and originally had double doors at its north and
south ends. The chamber to the left of the hall measures 14’-0”x15’-5” and has high
window on its west side and lower window on the south. The placement of the lower
window, coupled with its wide bracketed sill, suggests that it may have served as some
sort of “courtesy” window (see Figure 55). If so, the chamber it faces onto possibly
functioned as a check room, where miners “punched” in and out of work. It was a
common arrangement at coal mines in Illinois to have a check room placed in proximity
to the wash house, though it often was housed in a separate building. The room on the
east side of the hall has similar dimensions to the suspected check room, but both of its
windows are set high on the wall. This east room possibly was reserved as a changing
room for management personnel.
The center room in the wash house is the largest in the building, measuring 45’-10”x37’2-½”, and has seven windows on both exterior walls. It would have served as the
changing room for miners. The concrete floor gently slopes from the center of the room
towards 5”-wide, 2”-deep gutters along the east and west walls. There are water pipes
along these same walls, which may have supplied long, common sinks. Rods hanging
from the ceiling suggest that room may have been divided into three aisles with curtains
at one time; this may have been a seasonal arrangement, employed during the colder
months of the year (see Figures 56 through 59).
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Two doorways at the north end of the miners’ changing room lead into a 9’-½”x35’-10”
shower room. This section of the building is covered by a separate shed roof, not
connected to the main roof over the building. The shower room has six high windows on
its north side. The floor surface slopes towards two drains set in the middle of the floor
(see Figures 60 and 61).
There is a pronounced depression a short distance north of the washhouse. This
depression may be related to a rectangular-shaped structure which appears on both the
1939 mine map and 1951 aerial photograph. One possibility is that the depression
represents a collapsed cistern.
Feature 7 is an extant side-gabled, tile-block machine shop located a short distance
southwest of the wash house. The machine shop represents the largest structure at the
site, measuring 100’-0”x48’-5” overall on the exterior. It has three wide service doors on
its east elevation and two others on the west. Narrow-gauge railroad tracks pass through
the northern and southern doors on the east, with those on the south carrying clear
through the building while those on the north terminate on the interior. These tracks
allowed pitcars to be brought into the building for repair, which was an on-going affair at
every mine site. The building no doubt also was used for a variety of machinery repair
and perhaps some blacksmithing activity as well. One indicator of the rough nature of
work carried out in the machine shop is the fact that the lower part of the walls are
covered with a concrete “wainscoting” applied over brick—a surface far more resistant to
bumps and hits than the tile block used for the remainder of the walls. Also, the corners
of the door openings were fitted with bumpers to protect them from damage as vehicles
were moved in and out of the building. The interior of the machine shop is not
partitioned in any way (nor ever appears to have been), and the space is amply lit by
windows on all four elevations. Three roof vents are present (see Figures 62 through 67).
Feature 8 is an extant building located due east of the hoist engine building. It is of
similar construction as the machine shop, washhouse, and boiler house, having poured
concrete foundations, glazed yellow tile-block walls with pilasters, and a gable roof
supported by steel trusses. One difference between Feature 8 and other buildings
mentioned relates to the color of tile-blocks, which exhibits a richer yellow hue than
those used elsewhere. The 1939 mine map labels this building as “STORE”, which is
believed to be an abbreviation for “storage” (or “storehouse”), indicating the structure’s
use as storehouse (or warehouse). The building measures 31’-10”x64’-1” overall on the
exterior and 29’-2”x63’-0” on the interior. It can be entered through a personnel door
centered in the east elevation, or through a wider vehicle entrance on the north. The latter
entrance has a set of narrow-gauge tracks running through it. These tracks presumably
were used to haul equipment (and any other materials stored there) in and out of the
building. At present, the interior of the storehouse is not partitioned. However, there is
evidence of a small 11’-4”x12’-6” room having been framed out in the northwest corner
at one time. Paint lines and nailer block mark the location of the room’s interior.
Another indicator of a chamber formerly being present here is the fact that the two
windows within its space are set at lower height than the others in the building. It is
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possible that the room may have served as an office for whatever personnel were
assigned to the storehouse (see Figures 68 through 75.
Feature 9 represents the remains of the fan house complex. This feature is comprised of a
number of distinct parts, including an engine room, a fan room, and an air/escapement
shaft. The fan engine room had concrete foundations and 8”-thick, brick walls with
pilasters. The brick used for the walls is machine-made and highly vitrified, resembling
pavers. The building’s roof is gone and roughly half of the walls have been demolished.
However, enough remains intact to adequately decipher its configuration. The engine
room measures 38’-8”x12’-4” on the interior, has windows on its north and south ends,
and shows evidence of a wide doorway. There is a small opening in the west wall
(towards the south end of the room), through which the driveshaft for the fan ran. Two
concrete footings with tie-bolts are positioned adjacent to this opening. These footings
are suspected to have supported an electric motor. At the north end of the room, there are
a series of bolts running through the wall, which may have held a panel of some kind
(control or electrical panel?). At some point, a small addition was made to the west side
of the engine room. The addition measures 5’11”x3’3” on the interior and is of brick
construction. The function of the addition is unknown (see Figures 76 through 79)
The fan room abuts the southwest corner of the engine room and extends south of it. As
originally constructed, this room is suspected to have been enclosed with a steel shroud,
which covered the fan itself and continued onward to the air shaft (thus acting as a nozzle
for directing air into the mine). Such shrouds were common features to mine fan houses
by the early twentieth century. The shroud was held in place by threaded bolts set at 3’
intervals along the concrete foundations. Tar was applied along the base of the shroud
where it met the foundations. There is a concrete lined pit at the north end of the room,
over which the fan formerly was suspended. Footings for the fan axle are located to
either side of the pit. The fan room fanned out towards the airshaft, widening from 14’6” to 17’-0” (see Figure 80).
The airshaft is concrete-lined and measures 17’-0” east/west and an undetermined
distance north/south. It is filled with earth and other debris. In addition to providing a
source of air and ventilation to the mine, this shaft also served an escapement route in the
event of a disaster. There is a concrete-walled corridor extending off the south end of the
shaft through men leaving the mine presumably could pass. The corridor is covered with
a concrete pad and feeds into a bulkhead that may have formerly accommodated a flight
of stairs leading to the surface (It is now filled with debris). There is lip running along
the edge of the bulkhead opening, suggesting that it was once sealed with a trapdoor (see
Figure 81).
The fan house complex appears to be illustrated on the 1938 aerial photograph. This fact,
and the use of brick (versus tile) for the engine room, suggests that feature dates to circa
1920, if not earlier.
Feature 10 is a cluster of disturbed concrete foundations that is believed to represent the
remains of a scale pit and mine office. The office appears in Arthur Rothstein’s 1938
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photograph of the Bobby Dick Mine. This image suggests that the office was a twostory, hip-roofed, frame structure. Much of the feature is covered with overburden and
brush.
Feature 11 is a concrete pump house (or station) located a short distance northwest of the
fan house. The pump house sits in the bottoms along Pond Creek, in an area subject to
frequent flooding. On account of this situation, the one door to the building—on the east
side—is located approximately 12’ above grade. It is possible that this door originally
was accessed by means of a catwalk extending off the bank, or perhaps by way of a
ladder. The pump house originally had a frame roof, which has since deteriorated.
Threaded bolts for the deteriorated rafter plate are visible along the top edge of the walls.
It is possible that the doorway led onto a wood-frame (or steel?) deck, on which an
electric pump and/or motor was situated. The pumping equipment likely was removed
soon after the mine’s abandonment. There is single window opening present, found on
the west elevation. The pump house was not able to be examined in detail during the
field investigation due to flooding (see Figures 81 and 82).
Feature 12 is an extant powder/explosives magazine located on the north side of the mine
reservoir. This building has poured-concrete foundations, 8”-thick concrete-block walls,
and a shed roof built of reinforced concrete. The building measures 13’-4”x13’-5-3/4” on
the exterior. The interior can be accessed through a single doorway on the west. The
door was hung on pintels rather than hinges. There are a number of 8”x16” vents located
on the upper part of the walls on the west, north, and south. In addition, two foundations
vents are present on the north and south. All of the vents are enclosed with steel mesh
screens. The building originally had a frame floor, but this has been entirely removed.
(see Figures 83 through 86). The magazine most recently has been employed for used
tire storage.
Feature 12 is suspected to have been constructed circa 1939, or later, being associated
with the final remodeling of the mine’s top works. It doesn’t seem to be illustrated on the
1938 aerial, but is shown in the mine map produced in 1939 (and showing later updates).
The building’s size and concrete-block construction stands in contrast to the larger brick
magazine discussed below as Feature 13. These differences are indicative of Feature 12’s
later period of construction and possibly also attributable to the change in explosives used
at the mine. Early on, black powder was used for blasting at the mine, but this product
was abandoned in favor of more stable permissible explosives by the late 1920s. The
Annual Coal Report also notes the use of dynamite at the mine during the 1940’s, and it
is possible that Feature 12 was used to store this particular explosive or perhaps blasting
caps (for the dynamite). Even so, Features 12 and 13 do share some features that are
characteristic of mine magazines including: having raised floors and a series of vents
along the foundation and roof lines (all aimed at facilitating ventilation and keeping the
explosives dry); having reinforced concrete roofs; and being placed some distance from
the main surface complex—as well as from each other—to minimize damage in the event
of an explosion.
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Feature 13 is an extant powder magazine located on the far north end of the mine site.
This building has poured-concrete foundations, brick walls, and a shed roof built of
reinforced concrete. The exterior wall surfaces are parged concrete/mortar. This
structure is considerably larger than its concrete-block counterpart discussed as Feature
10, measuring 21’-1-½”x15’-1” on the exterior and 19’-8”x13’-8-½” on the interior. The
ceiling height also is much higher (12’-8” to 11’-8” vs. 9’-3-½” to 8’-0”). The building
has a single doorway on its west side. There are two foundation-level and two attic-level
vents present all four sides of the building. All of the vents measure 8-½”x16” and have
steel-bar screens. The magazine had a frame floor, comprised of nominal-sized 2”x8”,
yellow-pine joists (set 12” to 14” on-center) and plank flooring. The floor joists were
supported by an interior concrete foundation wall, which runs north-south down the
center of the building. Most of the floor system has been removed. Wood nailers are set
within the brickwork on all four interior walls, which suggest that there may have been
shelving (or paneling?) present at one time. In addition, joist pockets indicate the former
presence of 2”x6” ceiling joists, which suggests that a lower frame ceiling was present
originally, leaving a small attic space above. This arrangement may have may have
reduced the moisture level in the building, thus preserving the black powder store there.
The magazine is suspected to date to 1909, when the mine was first opened, or to circa
1924, when the hoist-engine house (and possibly fan house) were erected (see Figures 87
through 92).
Landscape Features: There is a number of mining related landscape features at the site.
One of these is a shallow pond located near the center of the site, immediately north of
the boiler house (Feature 3) and washhouse (Feature 7). The 1939 mine map indicates
that this pond was capable of holding 1,200,000 gallons of water at one time. This likely
served as a water source for the boilers, as well as for the showers and sinks in the
washhouse. The pond is now largely dry (see Figure 93).
Another landscape feature noted is a long tailing pile, or mine dump, which begins
northeast of the boiler house and continues on for approximately 700’ to the northern end
of the site. The tailing is approximately 30’ wide and stands 10’-12’ above the
surrounding terrain (see Figure 94). The feature was created from waste material hauled
up from the mine (i.e. rock, shale, dirt, etc.), as well as from non-marketable coal
screened out in the tipple. The 1939 mine map shows two rail lines running along the
summit of the tailing. This map also illustrates a “gob house”, located on the east end of
the tipple, in which coal fines and other waste may have been stored prior to being
dumped. The long, linear character of the tailing stands in contrast to the towering gob
piles (also known as “jumbos”) present at many northern Illinois mines, where the coal
seams were thinner and mining activity produced more waste proportionally.
Cultural Material: Outside of the structural remains discussed above, a scatter of
construction/demolition debris and other twentieth-century material associated with the
coal mine was observed on the surface. The site also is littered with automobiles, car
parts, and other materials dumped over the past thirty years in which the property has
been used for salvage operations.
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Collection Technique: The field investigation was aimed at the documentation of structural
remains rather than the collection of artifacts. No artifacts were collected.
Curated at:

Fever River Research, Inc., Springfield, Illinois (short-term)
Illinois State Museum Research and Collections Center, Springfield (long-term)

Area Surveyed (acres and square meters): Approximately 13.5 acres (52,925 square meters).

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Phase I archaeological reconnaissance has located no archaeological material [in this portion of
the site]; project clearance is recommended.
Phase I archaeological reconnaissance has located archaeological materials; site(s) does(do) not
meet requirements for National Register eligibility; project clearance is recommended.
Phase I archaeological reconnaissance has located archaeological materials; site(s) may meet
requirements for National Register eligibility; further testing is recommended.
Phase II archaeological investigation has indicated that site(s) does(do) not meet requirements
for National Register eligibility; project clearance is recommended.
Phase II archaeological investigation has indicated that site(s) meet requirements for National
Register eligibility; formal report is pending and a determination of eligibility is
recommended.
[Although considered eligible to the National Register under Criteria A, C, and D, we
recommend clearance on the proposed abandoned mined lands reclamation project. The
contributing resources have been adequately documented through digital photographs,
field notes, and scaled line drawings. Additional fieldwork is not required. We
recommend clearance for the proposed undertaking.]
Comments: As with all historical properties assessed within the context of cultural resources
management, the value of the Bobby Dick Mine Site and its individual structural
components ultimately is determined by their eligibility for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places. Eligibility to the National Register is based on four broad
criteria that are defined by the National Park Service and used to guide the evaluation
process. These criteria state that
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology,
and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects
that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship,
feeling, and association, and
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A) that are associated with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of our history; or
B) that are associated with the lives of persons significant to our past; or
C) that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method
of construction or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high
artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity
whose component may lack individual distinction; or
D) that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in
prehistory or history (36CFR60.4 Criteria for Evaluation).
A property may quality under one or more the above criteria, provided: 1) that it is
historically significant, through its association with an important historic context; 2) it
retains the historic integrity of those features necessary to convey its significance; and, in
the case of archaeological sites, 3) it offers information that can answer relevant research
questions and fill in gaps in the historical record. Abandoned coal mine sites represent a
atypical category of cultural resource. In order to better assess the significance of these
properties, the Illinois Department of Natural Resources has sponsored “Pick, Shovel,
Wedge, and Sledge”: A Historical Context for Evaluating Coal Mining Resources in
Illinois (Mansberger and Stratton 2005). This report provides a basis by which the
National Register criteria can be applied to coal mine sites in Illinois.
The Bobby Dick Mine remained in operation for four decades, operating from 1909 to
1949 (with intermittent stoppages). This period of operation spans three distinct periods
of coal mining in Illinois, which Mansberger and Stratton (2005) discuss as “Post
Railroad, Early Machine Production Era” (1880-1915), the “Golden Age of Coal Mining
in Illinois” (1915-1945), and “Decline and Reorganization” (1945 to Present). Like the
coal industry as a whole, the Bobby Dick Mine went through considerable changes over
the years, experiencing three distinct building episodes. The mine initially was
developed as what Mansberger and Stratton (2005:205) characterize as a Steam-Powered
Hand-Operated Mine—where steam power was available for hoisting and pumping
operations, but the mining largely was all done by hand. Between World War I and
1924, the facility was converted to a Steam-Powered Mechanized Mine. During this
period, new buildings were added to the “top works” (including the new steel tipple) and
the mining operations became increasingly mechanized. The surface complex underwent
a final remodeling circa 1938-1940, when many of the pre-existing buildings were
replaced by the utilitarian—but attractive—glazed tile-block buildings we see today.
Throughout this progression, the Bobby Dick Mine steadily rose in the ranks of shipping
mines in Williamson County, climbing from a middle range producer in the 1910s to the
county’s most productive shaft in 1945. Although the mine, in its final configuration,
shared certain characteristics of an Electric-Powered Mechanized Mine (see Mansberger
and Stratton 2005:205-206), it was never supplied with some of the more district features
of such mines, like a large central power plant, two hoisting shafts, or a complex
preparation plant or coal washer. Nor did its production figures and employment rolls
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ever come close to equaling such mines as Bell and Zoller No. 1 and 2 (Zeigler) or Orient
No. 2 (West Frankfort). Nonetheless, the mine was a large local employer, and its
economic import no doubt increased proportionally as the number of shipping mines in
the county dwindled during the Great Depression. In these respects, the Bobby Dick
Mine was somewhat similar to the Taylor No. 5 Mine, in nearby Freeman Spur, which
had a comparable period of operation (1909-1951) and level of production.
Where the Bobby Dick Mine particularly stands out among coal mines in Williamson
County—and, indeed, in the entire state—is the fact that a large percentage of its circa1940 surface complex remains standing, which is exceptionally rare for abandoned coal
mines in Illinois. The property has eight extant buildings present: the hoist-engine house
(Feature 2), boiler house (Feature 3), washhouse (Feature 6), machine shop (Feature 7),
storehouse (Feature 8), pump house (Feature 11), and two explosives magazines
(Features 12 and 13). The only other pre-World War II mine in Illinois with comparable
integrity is the Orient No. 2 Mine in West Frankfort, which has been determined eligible
to the National Register by the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency (IHPA) under
Criteria A and C, though not formally listed. The Bobby Dick Mine’s integrity and
potential National-Register eligibly were noted by Mansberger and Stratton (2005:349),
prior to the current investigations. This earlier assessment was based only a cursory
roadside viewing of the site in December 2004 (made while on the way to the Taylor No.
5 Mine); yet, even at this distance—and without any knowledge of the site’s identity at
the time—it was apparent that the property likely represented a shaft mine with a
remarkably intact surface complex.
The National Register criteria discuss seven aspects/qualities of integrity, consisting of
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The Bobby
Dick Mine Site clearly retains its integrity of location in respect to its structural and
landscape features, which remain in their original positions at the site. Although the
operational equipment once present in the buildings has been removed, the property’s
integrity of location is good overall. The integrity of design at the site also is good, and
we are able to recognize the general layout of the mine surface complex, chart the flow of
materials through the site, and identify activity areas. While 1939 map certainly
contributes to this understanding, the extant buildings and landscape features convey it in
their own right. The tipple has been demolished, but its location is clearly demarcated by
the shaft opening, as well as by the intact hoist-engine house. The general setting of the
mine is pretty much what it was in 1949, when the mine closed. The environs of mine
site remains rural in character—though in proximity to the former mining communities of
Herrin and Freeman Spur—as they were historically. The principal change that has
occurred in respect to the setting is the growth of trees and undergrowth across portions
of the site devoid of vegetation during the period the mine was in operation. Even so,
this vegetation is not so extensive that it diminishes the integrity of setting. The integrity
of materials, or physical elements, at the site is very good as well. Most of the buildings
associated with the mine during its later period of operation remain standing. On the
exterior, these buildings essentially appear as they did circa 1950. Most of the original
doors have been removed, but the character of these features still can be discerned from
the tracks and hinges flanking their openings. The buildings also retain much of their
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interior detailing, despite the removal of fixtures and equipment. Even the fan house,
though in ruins, exhibits the character of materials used in its construction. The suite of
extant buildings at the site also conveys the change in building materials through time,
moving from an early utilization of brick for walls to glazed tile block later on.
Similarly, the integrity of workmanship at the site is excellent, evidenced in the pilastered
brick and tile-block wall construction, steel-truss roofs, and steel window sashes. With
its good integrity of setting, large number of intact buildings, and identifiable landscape
features the mine site also retains its integrity in respect to feeling and association. In
summary, the Bobby Dick Mine is considered to possess all seven aspects of integrity
outlined by National Register criteria.
The Bobby Dick Mine Site is considered eligible to the National Register under Criteria
A, C, and D. The site’s eligibility to the National Register under Criterion A (social
history) relates to the theme of industry, in regard to the large-scale efforts at coal mining
in Williamson County and southern Illinois during the first half of the twentieth century.
Coal mining was the most important industry in Williamson County during this period,
and it rapidly transformed an area that had predominately been rural and agricultural in
character throughout the nineteenth century to one firmly rooted in a modern,
industrial/commercial economy within a few decades. One indicator of this was the fact
that half of Illinois’ 60,000 UMWA members lived in either Williamson or neighboring
Franklin County by the early 1920s (Angle 1983:13). The city of Herrin, located close to
which the Bobby Dick Mine is located, was especially associated with coal mining and
owed its remarkable growth during the early twentieth century specifically to this
industry. The smaller community of Freeman Spur, located one mile east of the mine,
also was based on coal mining. The Bobby Dick Mine likely drew its employees from
both communities, as well as from the rural area in between. Given its integrity, the
Bobby Dick Mine is one of the best cultural resources illustrating the character of shaft
coal mining in Williamson County and surrounding region during the first half of the
twentieth century.
The eight extant structures at the site embody the distinctive characteristics of a type,
period, or method of construction, thus meeting the requirements of Criterion C.
Although the equipment and fixtures have been removed from these buildings, their
integrity is such that they still convey the function and activity areas within them—as
should be evident from the photographs and line drawings attached to this report. They
certainly retain “the majority of the features that illustrate [their] style in terms of the
massing, spatial relationships, proportion, pattern of windows and doors, texture of
materials, and ornamentation,” as required under Criterion C (Andrus 2002:5). While not
considered individually eligible to the National Register, the buildings as a group are;
together, they still convey the atmosphere of a large coal mine complex. This feeling is
enhanced further by the archaeological remains of the other buildings once present at the
mine, as well by the pond/reservoir and tailing pile. The site features seven different
building types commonly associated with shaft mines (hoist-engine house, boiler house,
washhouse, machine shop, storehouse, pump house, magazine), all of which are intact,
though suffering some deterioration since the mine’s abandonment. These standing
buildings illustrate key activities associated with the day-to-day functioning of the “top
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works” in a 1940s-era shaft mine, including hoisting and electrical power, steam
generation, coal car and machinery repair, storage (for explosives, tools, and other
essential supplies), water management, and miners’ safety and hygiene (as seen in the
washhouse, along with the suspected checkroom integrated with it). As a comparison,
the Taylor No. 5 Mine, investigated by Fever River Research in December 2004, had
only three extant buildings (office, warehouse, washhouse) and one other partially intact
(fan house), while the Jefferson No. 2 Mine in Nason, Jefferson County has three extant
(powerhouse, washhouse, repair shops) and one partially intact buildings. The extant
buildings at Bobby Dick date from at least two (if not three) distinct construction
episodes, with the majority having been erected circa 1939-1940. Most of the buildings
constructed during the 1939-1940 rebuilding have glazed tile-block walls and steel-truss
roofs. These buildings are not overly elaborate, but are not strictly utilitarian in character
either.2 Though simpler than those erected at larger mines at the height of the coal boom
during and immediately following World War I, the buildings nonetheless reflect an
optimism in the resurgence of the Southern Illinois coal industry as America was coming
out of the decade-long Great Depression.
Table 2
National Register Assessment Chart for Mines
Evaluated under Criterion D

YOUNG SHAFT

BOBBY DICK
MINE

The Bobby Dick Mine also is considered eligible to the National Register under Criterion
D (archaeology). Table 2 above provides a guideline for evaluating the National Register
eligibility for abandoned coal mines under Criterion D. The Bobby Dick Mine’s
placement within this subject has been indicated, along with other abandoned coal mines
evaluated to date by Fever River Research. The chart is predicated upon the assertion
that archaeological integrity alone does not make a mine site eligible to the National
2

As a comparison, the washhouse at the Taylor No. 5 Mine has plain concrete-block walls and is quite severe and
utilitarian in character compared to the one at the Bobby Dick Mine.
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Register under Criterion D. In considering Criterion D, in addition to having integrity, a
property must also provide important information not otherwise obtained by other
sources. National Register eligibility increases in proportion to integrity and ability to fill
relevant data gaps.
While the Bobby Dick Mine is fairly well documented through historic photographs and
maps, the standing structures and archaeological remains there provide additional data
regarding building placement, size, and plan not otherwise available. This data provides
further insights and detail into the structure, scale, and operation of this historically
significant mining property, through time. Two features in particular that do this are
Feature 3, the suspected remains of the earlier boiler house, and Feature 4, the earlier
hoist-engine mount. These features help elaborate the layout of the first-generation mine
complex, of which relatively little is known from the documentary record. Feature 4
establishes that the original hoist-engine house was located on the north side of the mine
shaft. This structure presumably was abandoned in 1924, when the extant brick hoistengine house (Feature 2) was erected on the south side of the shaft in association with a
new steel tipple (Feature 1). The reorientation of the hoist-engine house at the site is
indicative of a certain methodology employed by the Freeman Coal Company during
1924 remodeling. Any significant remodeling of a mine’s surface complex had the
potential to disrupt to coal production, and it was only naturally that Freeman would have
sought to limit this effect. The existing structure and setting of the site posed certain
restrictions on this goal, however. The surface complex of any mine is arranged around
certain fixed features, which once established, profoundly influence the direction and
scale of future development efforts. The hoisting shaft(s) is the most immovable and
permanent of these features. Railroad lines also can play a role, though these certainly
could be reoriented or augmented more easily than a mine shaft. Landscape also is a
limiting factor, though this generally was less critical in northern Williamson County
than in other parts of the state with more dissected terrain. Even so, the surface complex
of the Bobby Dick Mine still had to be accommodated to a low, narrow ridge embraced
within a loop of Pond Creek. By constructing their new hoist-engine house on the south
(or opposite) side of the shaft, the Freeman Coal Company was able to keep the old hoist
engine in operation and maintain production during at least part of the remodeling. The
rail lines servicing the facility probably did not have to be reconfigured extensively,
though new sidings may have been added. Production must have stopped completely
during the construction of the steel headframe and remainder of the tipple complex, but
this work was staged during the late summer of 1924 (as indicated by the August 15,
1924 date inscribed on Pier “I” of the tipple), when the demand for coal was
comparatively low (versus wintertime). Our knowledge of these changes are derived in
large measure from archaeological remains, since the Annual Coal Report stops recording
improvements to mines after 1918.
The steel tipple was erected at a time when many mines in southern Illinois were closing
down following the collapse in the coal market. The decision to construct it ultimately
proved to be both savvy and strategic. The new tipple allowed the Bobby Dick Mine to
keep pace technologically with the larger dual-shaft mines in the region (such as Orient
No. 2 and Bell and Zoller No. 2) and elevate its position among shipping mines during
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this uncertain period. In the same respect, the 1924 remodeling also was conservative in
character, in that only a small percentage of the overall surface complex appears to have
been updated at this time. The changes effected were directed toward what really
counted: improving hoisting capacity and coal preparation. The Freeman Coal Company
thus made crucial improvements to its Bobby Dick (or No. 1) Mine, while apparently
avoiding the financial overextension that scuttled the Illinois Coal Corporation’s
ambitious endeavor at their Nason Mine (Jefferson No. 20) in Jefferson County
(Mansberger 1995; Stratton and Mansberger 2006). When the coal market improved
with the onset of World War II, the surface complex at the Bobby Dick Mine did undergo
an extensive remodeling, but the key components necessary to maintaining production
during this process—the hoisting shaft, tipple, hoist-engine house, and fan house/air
shaft—were “up to speed” and able to continue operating.
From an archaeological perspective, all of the standing structures at the site convey
information regarding methods of construction and choice of materials through time.
Some of the buildings also elaborate societal and safety issues at play within the mine
site. The washhouse (Feature 6), for instance, reflects the social hierarchy within the
mine, with its separate changing rooms for management and miners. Such issues have
been discussed in previous studies, including the Royalton Mine (Mansberger 1995) and
Taylor No. 5 Mine (Stratton and Mansberger 2005). Yet, there clearly are differences
between the washhouses at these mines—respecting size, room configuration, and degree
of contact allowed between groups on the interior—even though the mines were
contemporary with one another, were of similar size, and were located within the same
region. This raises the important question as to whether, and to what extent, washhouse
design was driven by competing interests and tensions between different groups
(management vs. miners, whites vs. black, native vs. immigrant, etc.) at specific mines.
As such, a washhouse’s design may provide an important glimpse into societal relations
at a mine at a given point in time. This issue relates back to one of the major research
questions posed in the coal context prepared by Stratton and Mansberger (2005:343):
How does the built environment of a mine site reflect the wider society around it? The
washhouse building type certainly merits additional research and more comparative
analysis, for it was within and around this structure that the various groups at a mine site
had the most intimate contact and opportunity for conflict and/or accommodation.
In the case of the washhouse at the Bobby Dick Mine, the building had a suspected check
room integrated within it, which was a feature not always present in this building type.
At some mines, the check room (sometimes called a lamp house) was located in a
separate building altogether. The check room/house served a dual purpose, helping both
management and labor. On the one hand, it ensured that workers who were supposed to
be working a shift actually showed up for work and were due pay, while on other hand, it
provided a mechanism by which all workers were accounted for as they entered and left
the shaft. The wide sidewalk running along the front (or south side) of the washhouse
would have been a natural gathering point and scene of interaction for the men working
at the mine.
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Feature 9, the fan house/air shaft, further illustrates the safety measures undertaken at the
Bobby Dick, despite its ruinous condition. The basic layout of the fan house, with its
brick engine room attached to a fan room originally enclosed within a steel shroud, is
similar to those documented at other mine sites to date. Although none of these examples
were exactly alike, the function of, and activity areas within, the twentieth-century
version of this building type is well understood by now. Where Feature 9 stands out is in
respect to the air shaft portion of the feature, which retains portions of the mine
escapement integrated into its south end. Air shafts typically did serve as an escapement
routes by the early twentieth century, so the Bobby Dick Mine is not unique in this
regard. However, the structural details of escapements are poorly understood, and Bobby
Dick is the only mine site investigated to date that has an air shaft sufficiently exposed to
allow the documentation of the escapement to some degree. Similar data certainly might
have been gathered from other sites had excavation work been undertaken. However,
subsurface archaeological investigations at mine sites have been extremely limited, and in
the case of an air shaft, such a course would not be considered safe given the unstable
nature of the fills capping the shaft.
As with integrity, the relative value of archaeological data gathered from a site ultimately
is somewhat subjective. In the case of the Bobby Dick Mine, some of the archaeological
data gathered may be regarded as too site-specific. Yet it is this very site-specific
information, able to be used for comparative analysis, that makes up the archaeological
record. The value of this data is enhanced by the fact that comes from a site with such
integrity. The fact that the Bobby Dick Mine happened to be documented later than other
mine sites with comparable information, but with less integrity, should not diminish its
significance under Criterion D. This would not be the standard applied to other historic
sites, or even to prehistoric sites.
Regardless of its eligibility under Criterion D (relating to the information content it
provides), the Bobby Dick Mine would still be considered eligible under Criteria A and C
due to its good integrity and power of association with the southern Illinois coal industry.
Typically, a property with such integrity and significance would merit an Illinois Historic
American Engineering Survey (IL-HAER) documentation package prepared for it, as has
previously been done for the Standard City Powerhouse (MP-2001-1; Easton and Stratton
2002), the Cherry Mine (BU-2002-2; Stratton, Stanley, and Mansberger 2002), and the
Kathleen Mine Tipple (JA-2003-1; Mansberger, Stratton, and Stanley 2003)—three
examples where only one building/structure was the focus of attention, versus a nearly
intact complex as at Bobby Dick. Indeed, the Bobby Dick Mine presents a rare case
meeting several of the criteria cited by Mansberger and Stratton (2005:348-349) for coal
mines meriting future research, including: 1) being a mine more than 50 years of age with
a largely intact surface complex; and 2) being property with standing structures
conveying significant information.
However, we are recommending clearance for the proposed abandoned mined lands
reclamation project at the Bobby Dick Mine, without the need for an IL-HAER
documentation. The contributing resources have been adequately documented through
digital images, field notes, and scaled line drawings. Moreover, the contributing
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resources can be placed within their proper context utilizing relevant sections of Stratton
and Mansberger (2005). While additional primary research on the history of the mine
certainly could be conducted, no further fieldwork is considered necessary. Although the
mine site is considered eligible under Criteria A, B, and C we recommend clearance of
the proposed undertaking.
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BOBBY DICK
MINE SITE
(11WM351)

Figure 1. United States Geological Survey (USGS) topographic map showing the location
of the Bobby Dick Mine in Section 5 of Herrin Township, in northern Williamson County,
Illinois (USGS, Herrin, Illinois Quadrangle 1978).
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Figure 2. Circa 1908 photograph of the Nubbin Ridge Mine, located outside of Herrin.
This mine is representative of the first generation of mines established in Williamson
County, of which the Bobby Dick/Pond Creek Mine was a part. The wood frame tipple,
hoist engine house, and boiler house originally present at the Bobby Dick Mine likely were
quite similar to those shown above (Ogle 1908).
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BOBBY DICK
MINE SITE

Figure 3. Detail of a 1910 United States Geological Survey topographic map showing the
location of the Bobby Dick Mine Site (circled in red). Although this map does not show any
buildings associated with the mine (which had opened only one year prior to the map’s
publication), it does provide a good illustration of the topographic setting in which the mine
was located, lying on a low ridge situated within a loop of Pond Creek. The stream would
later be channelized, eliminating the upper part of the loop (USGS 1910).
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Figure 4. Photograph of the modern steel headframe and tipple erected at the Bobby Dick
Mine by the Freeman Coal Mining Company in 1924. The hoist engine house shown at
right was constructed at the same time as the tipple. This image was taken during the
1940s (Photograph courtesy of Herrin Public Library).
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Figure 5. Front view of a representative headframe, or hoisting tower, designed by
Andrew Allen and John Garcia of the firm Allen and Garcia, Chicago, Illinois (Peele 1941).
The headframe constructed at the Bobby Dick Mine in 1924 followed this patented design
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Figure 6. Composite of two plat maps showing portions of Herrin Township (Williamson
County) in 1939 and Denning Township (Franklin County) in 1937. The location of the
Bobby Dick Mine has been circled in red. By this date, the mine was owned and operated
by the Freeman Coal Mining Company. The only cultural feature shown at the mine on
the plat map is a railroad spur extending off the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railroad
(Hixson 1937, 1939).
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Figure 7. Photograph taken by Arthur Rothstein in January 1939, showing the south end of the Bobby Dick Mine Site. The
hip-roofed building shown at top-left is the mine office (Feature 10). Beyond this is the hoist engine house (Feature 2) and
tipple complex (Feature 1) (Library of Congress 1939).
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Figure 8. Detail of a 1939 aerial photograph showing the Bobby Dick Mine. Key buildings
and landscape features are labeled (USDA 1939:34). The surface complex of the mine
would be reconfigured dramatically over the next year or so, resulting in the demolition of
a number of the buildings shown in the image above (Feature 4 being one example).
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Figure 9. Detail of a map showing the “top works” and underground workings of the
Bobby Dick Mine. This map was prepared in 1939 and undated as needed over the next
ten years (Freeman Coal Company 1939).
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Figure 10. Detail of a 1951 aerial photograph showing the Bobby Dick Mine, two years
after the mine’s abandonment. Those features that were identified during the field
investigation and visible in this view have been indicated (USDA 1951).
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BOBBY DICK
MINE SITE

Figure 11. Detail of a map showing the extent of underground workings associated with the Bobby Dick Mine, which is
numbered “449”. The location of the mine surface complex is also indicated. As this map indicates, a large percentage of the
land in this area has been mined (ISGS 2003).
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Figure 12. View of the Bobby Dick Mine Site looking north from Freeman Spur Road
(County Route 17) in December 2004. Moving from left to right, the buildings shown in
this view are the storehouse (Feature 8), machine shop (Feature 7), washhouse (Feature 6)
and hoist-engine house (Feature 2) (FRR December 2004).
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Figure 13. Site plan of the Bobby Dick Mine Site, showing mine-related structural and
landscape features identified during the field investigation. The dashed lines indicate the
location of the rail lines formerly servicing the site, the tracks for which have all been
removed (FRR 2006).
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Figure 14. Field drawing of Feature 1, the remains of the hoisting shaft and tipple
complex. The set of footings shown at far left is Feature 5 (FRR 2006).
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Figure 15. General view of the tipple area, looking south from the hoisting shaft towards
the hoist-engine house. The red arrow marks the northeast corner of the shaft (FRR
March 2006).

Figure 16. Close-up view of the concrete-lined hoisting shaft (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 17. View of the tipple area, looking east from hoisting shaft towards Piers H, A, B,
C, D, and E (FRR March 2006).

Figure 18. Closer view of Piers C, D, and E, which once supported steel posts for the screen
house section of the tipple (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 19. View of Pier I, to which the diagonal brace for the tipple headframe was
attached. This diagonal support was one of the hallmark features of Allen and Garcia
patented headframe design (FRR March 2006).

Figure 20. Detail of Pier I, showing the “8-15-24” date etched into the concrete (FRR
March 2006).
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Figure 21. Floor plan of the hoist-engine house (Feature 2). The north end of this extant
building accommodated the hoist engine, while the south end appears to have been used for
electrical generation and distribution (FRR 2006).
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Figure 22. View of the hoist-engine house, looking southwest. A section of the north wall
has been demolished, but the building otherwise remains intact (FRR March 2006).

Figure 23. View of the hoist-engine house, looking northeast (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 24. View of the west elevation of the hoist-engine house. Note the wide central
doorway on this side of the building (FRR March 2006).

Figure 25. Detail of the north gable-end wall of the hoist-engine house, showing the
character of the stepped parapet wall here (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 26. Detail of the north elevation of the hoist-engine house, showing the opening
through which the hoisting cable passed (marked with arrow). The section of wall below
was demolished to allow the removal of the hoist engine after the mine’s closure (FRR
March 2006)

Figure 27. View of a potential light fixture on the northwest corner of the hoist-engine
house (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 28. Exterior view of a window opening in the hoist-engine house, illustrating
character of steel sash and surrounding brickwork (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 29. Interior view of the hoist-engine house, showing the footings and drum pit for
the hoist engine, looking northwest (FRR March 2006).

Figure 30. View of the hoist engine footings, looking northeast (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 31. Historic view of a hoist-engine at another mine (possibly Orient No. 2 in West
Frankfort), showing the mechanical systems of a hoist engine when in operation (ISGS
Photo 1932A).

Figure 32. General view of the south end of the hoist-engine room (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 33. View of the footings on which a steam turbine, for power generation, is
suspected to have rested (FRR March 2006).

Figure 34. Another view of the suspected turbine footings, looking west (FRR March
2006).
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Figure 35. View of the concrete pad and floor cut out believed to be associated with a
switch panel for controlling electrical distribution, looking north. The steel pipes shown
served as wiring conduits (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 36. Historic view of the powerplant at Old Ben No. 11 Mine in Christopher, Illinois,
circa 1920s. Two steam turbines are shown in the foreground at left, a switch panel to the
right, and an armature and hoist engine in the background. The mechanical arrangements
in this room bear a marked similarity to those in the hoist-engine house at the Bobby Dick
Mine (ISGS Photo 727).
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Figure 37. View of the concrete-lined cistern located off the southeast corner of the hoistengine house (FRR March 2006).

Figure 38. View of one of the two hatches in the roof of the cistern (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 39. Floor plan of the boiler house (Feature 3) at the mine (FRR 2006).
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Figure 40. Exterior view of the boiler house, looking northeast (FRR March 2006).

Figure 41. Exterior view of the boiler house, looking northwest (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 42. Exterior view of the boiler house, looking southeast (FRR March 2006).

Figure 43. Interior view of the boiler house, showing the south end of the building. Note
the character of the roof framing and cut off ends of ceiling joists (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 44. View of the north end of the boiler house (FRR March 2006).

Figure 45. View of the concrete footings possibly associated with a removed boiler (FRR
March 2006).
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Figure 46. Two of the concrete footings in the boiler house are inscribed with the name
“CHICK”—presumably the nickname of one of the workers who poured them (FRR
March 2006). [OR POSSIBLY “CRICK”?]

Figure 47. View of one the roof vents in the boiler house, which fell to the floor after the
roof deteriorated (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 48. Photograph showing the location of Feature 4, a set of parallel brick
foundations discovered off the southeast corner of the boiler house (FRR March 2006).

Figure 49. Detail of Feature 4, showing the character of brick foundations and
surrounding fill (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 50. View of Feature 5, the suspected footings for the earlier hoist engine at the mine
(FRR March 2006).

Figure 51. Field drawing of Feature 5 (FRR 2006).
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Figure 52. Floor plan of the washhouse (Feature 6) at the mine site (FRR 2006).
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Figure 53. Exterior view of the washhouse, looking northeast (FRR March 2006).

Figure 54. Exterior view of the washhouse, looking southwest (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 55. View of the window opening on the front (south) side of the washhouse, which is
suspected to have functioned as a check-in point for miners entering and leaving the mine
(FRR March 2006).

Figure 56. Interior view of the washhouse, looking south from the main changing room.
The suspected check room (with window shown in previous figure) appears in right
background (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 57. Interior view showing south end of the main changing room in the washhouse.
The two doorways shown lead into the shower room (FRR March 2006).

Figure 58. View of the roof framing in the wash house. This system of framing is fairly
uniform among the tile-block buildings erected at the site circa 1938-1940 (FRR March
2006).
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Figure 59. View of the east wall in the main changing room. A gutter/drain runs along this
wall and that on the west. Sinks are suspected to have been arranged along these walls
originally. The metal hooks shown below the window openings likely held sash rods, for
opening and closing the windows (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 60. Interior view of the shower room in the washhouse, looking west (FRR March
2006).

Figure 61. View of the roof framing in the shower room (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 62. Floor plan of the machine shop (Feature 7) at the mine. Note the railroad tracks running through the building
(FRR 2006).
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Figure 63. Exterior view of the machine shop, looking southwest (FRR March 2006).

Figure 64. Exterior view of the machine shop, looking northwest (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 65. Interior view of the machine shop, looking south (FRR March 2006).

Figure 66. Wall detail in the machine shop showing the concrete-over-brick “wainscoting”
that runs along the lower part of the walls. This finish treatment was employed in this
building due to rough nature of the work carried on here—work that otherwise would have
damaged the tile blocks (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 67. (LEFT) View of the southwest door to the machine shop, showing the narrow-gauge rails running between this
door and the one opposite it. (RIGHT) The corners of the doorways were protected by buffer plates with brick backing. The
buffer plates have been removed, but the bolts for them remain (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 68. Floor plan of the storehouse building (Feature 8) (FRR 2006).
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Figure 69. Photograph of the storehouse, looking northwest (FRR March 2006).

Figure 70. Photograph of the storehouse, looking southwest (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 71. Detail of the west gable of the storehouse, showing the exposed rafter ends (FRR
March 2006).

Figure 72. Photograph of one of the windows in the storehouse, showing character of the
steel sash. The central panel can be opened as an awning (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 73. (LEFT) Corner detail on the storehouse, showing pilaster and foundations junction. (RIGHT) Detail of the north
interior wall, showing the location of a removed partition wall (indicated by dashed lines) for the suspected office (FRR March
2006).
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Figure 74. Interior view of the storehouse, looking west (FRR March 2006).

Figure 75. View of the ceiling over the suspected office in the northeast corner of the
storehouse (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 76. Plan of the fan house/air shaft (Feature 9) remains (FRR 2006).
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Figure 77. Exterior view of the northwest corner of the engine room for the fan house.
Only the north and west walls of the structure remain standing (FRR March 2006).

Figure 78. Interior view of the fan engine room, showing the point along the west wall,
where the driveshaft passed into the fan room (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 79. View of the small, shed-roofed addition attached to the west side of the fan
engine room. The purpose of this addition is unknown (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 80. View of the north end of the fan room, showing the footings and pit over which
the fan was suspended. The steel shroud that originally enclosed the fan has been removed
(FRR March 2006).
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Figure 81. (LEFT) View looking down into the corridor leading to the air shaft, which also served as an escapement in the
event of a mine disaster. (RIGHT) View of the pump house/station (Feature 11) located in the bottoms along Pond Creek
(FRR March 2006).
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Figure 82. Close-up view of the pump house/station (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 83. Plan and section views of Feature 12, a concrete-block explosives magazine
(FRR 2006).
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Figure 84. View of Feature 12, looking northeast (FRR March 2006).

Figure 85. View of Feature 12, looking southwest (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 86. (LEFT) Detail of the doorway into Feature 13, showing the heavy pintle upon the door was hung. (RIGHT)
Interior view of Feature 13 (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 87. Plan and sectional views of Feature 13, a brick explosives magazine located on
the north end of the mine site (FRR 2006).
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Figure 88. View of Feature 13, looking northeast. The exterior of the brick building is
parged with concrete (FRR March 2006).

Figure 89. View of Feature 13, looking southwest (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 90. Corner detail on the brick magazine, showing character of wall finish and
concrete foundations (FRR March 2006).

Figure 91. Feature 13 has vents like the one shown above at the foundation and attic level
on all four sides. The vents are covered with steel-bar screens (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 92. (LEFT) Interior view of the brick magazine, looking into the northwest corner of the building. Note the
reinforced-concrete roof. (RIGHT) Detail of some of the nailing strips present along the walls in the building. These may
have been used to apply shelving, paneling, and/or wall finish material (FRR March 2006).
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Figure 93. Photograph of the mine pond or reservoir, which is now largely drained and
overgrown. This view was taken from the northern edge of the pond. The boiler house,
wash house and machine shop appear in the background (FRR March 2006).

Figure 94. View of the mine dump (or tailing pile) that runs along the northeastern edge of
the site (FRR March 2006).
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APPENDIX I
ILLINOIS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY
SITE RECORDING FORM
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ILLINOIS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORDING FORM
County: Williamson
Field Number:
Quadrangle (7.5'): Herrin

Site Name: Bobby Dick Mine Site

Revisit: N
State Site No.: 11WM351

Date Recorded: 2006.06.30

LEGAL DESCRIPTION (to quarter quarter quarter)
Align: NW
Align:
Align:
Align:

1/4s: NWSENW
1/4s:
1/4s:
1/4s:

SWSEW

NESWNW

UTM Coordinates (by ISM): UTM Zone: 16

SESENW

Section: 5
Section:
Section:
Section:

UTM North: 4191439

Township: 8 S
Township:
Township:
Township:

Range: 2 E
Range:
Range:
Range:

UTM East: 322632

Ownership: Private

ENVIRONMENT
Topography: Bluffcrest
Nearest Water Supply: Pond Creek
Soil Association: Haymond-Petrolia-Karnak

Elevation (in meters): 116
Drainage: Big Muddy

Description: The site is located on the crest of a low bluff bordering Pond Creek, which loops around the east, north, and

west sides of the site. The terrain on which the site is situated is relatively level.

SURVEY
Project Name: Bobby Dick Mine Survey
Ground Cover (List up to 3): Weeds
Brush
Survey Methods (List up to 2): Pedestrian
Site Type (List up to 2): Commercial

Site Area (square meters): 57,317
Visibility (%): 20
Standing Structures: Y

Forest

SITE CONDITION
Extent of Damage: Moderate
Main Cause of Damage: Vandalism

MATERIAL OBSERVED
Number of Prehistoric Artifacts (count or estimate): 0
Prehistoric Diagnostic Artifacts: 0
Prehistoric Surface Features: N

Number of Historic Artifacts (count or estimate): 0
Historic Diagnostic Artifacts: N
Historic Surface Features: Y

Description: The Bobby Dick Mine is an abandoned coal mine site. The survey documented eight standing structures and
the ruins of several others—all associated with the “top works” of the mine.

TEMPORAL AFFILIATION (check all that apply)

Colonial (1673-1780):

Prehistoric Unknown:
Paleoindian:
Archaic:
Early Archaic:
Middle Archaic:

Pioneer (1781-1840):
Frontier (1841- 1870):
Early Industrial (1871-1900):
Urban Industrial (1901-1945): Y
Post-War (1946-present): Y

Late Archaic:
Woodland:
Early Woodland:
Middle Woodland:
Late Woodland:

Mississippian:
Upper Mississippian:
Protohistoric:
Historic Native American:
Historic (generic):

Description: Documentary research indicates that the mine was first opened in 1909 and remained in operation (with intermittent
stoppages) until 1949. The mine was operated by the Pond Creek Coal Company (1909-1919) and Freeman Coal
Mining Co./Corp. (1919- 1949).
Surveyor: J. Yingst, C. Stratton
Site Report by: C. Stratton
IHPA Log No.:
Compliance Status:

Institution: FRR
Institution: FRR

Survey Date: 03/20/2006
Date: 06/28/2006
IHPA First Sur. Doc. No.:

Curation Facility: FRR
NRHP Listing: N
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BOBBY DICK MINE
SURVEY/SITE LIMITS

United States Geological Survey (USGS) topographic map showing the location of the
Bobby Dick Mine in Section 5 of Herrin Township, Williamson County, Illinois (USGS,
Herrin, Illinois Quadrangle 1978). Survey and site limits equate to one another.
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Site map showing features identified during the Bobby Dick Mine survey (FRR 2006).
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